Glossary
AC [N−UNCOUNT−U1] AC (Alternating Current) is a flow of electric current that changes directions very quickly
and at regular intervals. prąd zmienny
accident [N−COUNT−U12] An accident is an unintended event, such as the collision of a vehicle with another
vehicle or object. wypadek
acrid [ADJ−U15] If something is acrid, its smell burns or irritates one’s nose. podrażniający
air conditioner [N−COUNT−U7] An air conditioner is a device that removes heat from indoor air and replaces it
with cool air. klimatyzator
air conditioning [N−UNCOUNT−U7] Air conditioning is a system which removes heat from indoor air and replaces
it with cool air. klimatyzacja
air duct [N−COUNT−U6] An air duct is a pipe that is used to move air from one area to another. przewód
powietrzny
air handler [N−COUNT−U6] An air handler is a box that conditions air and blows it through ducts to ventilate a building.
agregat klimatyzacyjny
air quality [N−UNCOUNT−U6] Air quality is a measure of the pollutants present in the air in a particular area. jakość
powietrza
alignment [N−UNCOUNT−U11] Alignment is the adjustment of wheels, axles, and steering mechanisms with respect
to the frame of an automobile such that the vehicle works properly, and tires wear evenly. osiowanie,
wyrównanie, zbieżność
alignment lift [N−COUNT−U11] An alignment lift is an automotive lift platform with integrated alignment equipment
that raises a vehicle above the ground so that its alignment can be measured and adjusted. platforma do
badania zbieżności
amp [N−COUNT−U1] An amp is a unit used in measuring the strength of the flow of electricity. amper
analyze [V−T−U9] To analyze something is to determine the nature of something by looking at it very carefully.
analizować
anti−static wristband [N−COUNT–U2] An anti−static wristband is a small device worn on the wrist to prevent a
person from discharging static electricity when working on sensitive devices. opaska antystatyczna
backhoe [N−COUNT−U9] A backhoe is a machine with a large machine−powered bucket that is used to scoop up
and move dirt and other materials. koparka podsiębierna
baler [N−COUNT−U8] A baler is a farm machine that presses loads of a particular crop tightly together. balownica
battery tender [N−COUNT−U4] A battery tender is a device that charges a battery, while ensuring the battery does
not overchange. prostownik z zabezpieczeniem przed przeładowaniem
belt drive [N−COUNT–U3] A belt drive is type of drive train that uses a belt to transfer power from the engine to
the rear wheel. napęd pasowy
blade [N−COUNT−U9] A blade is a flat or curved piece of metal on the front of a bulldozer used for pushing large
amounts of material. lemiesz spychacza
blade connector [N−COUNT–U2] A blade connector is a flat blade−like connector that is inserted into a blade receptacle.
złącze nożowe
blower [N−COUNT−U6] A blower is a part of a ventilation system that pushes air into a desired area. dmuchawa
body filler [N−UNCOUNT−U12] Body filler is a substance used to cover imperfections and patch holes in the body
of a vehicle before it is painted. szpachla
boiler [N−COUNT−U5] A boiler is a type of furnace that contains hot water. kocioł
bulldozer [N−COUNT−U9] A bulldozer is a large vehicle with a machine−powered metal blade that is used to move
large amounts of dirt, rocks or other material. spycharka
burning [ADJ−U15] If something is burning it is on fire. płonący
capacitance [N−UNCOUNT−U1] Capacitance is the amount of electric charge a body can hold. pojemność
elektryczna
central heat [N−UNCOUNT−U5] Central heat is a system for warming a building that distributes heat through pipes
from a central furnace. centralne ogrzewanie
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chain drive [N−COUNT–U3] A chain drive is type of drive train that uses a chain and sprockets to transfer power
from the engine to the rear wheel. napęd łańcuchowy
chain guide [N−COUNT−U4] A chain guide is a cover that leads a motorcycle chain to the sprocket. prowadnica
łańcucha
chain tension [N−UNCOUNT−U4] Chain tension is how tight or loose a motorcycle chain is. naciąg łańcucha
chain wear [N−UNCOUNT−U4] Chain wear is damage to a motorcycle chain that leaves the chain worn down and
weakened. zużycie łańcucha
channel lock pliers [N−COUNT–U2] Channel lock pliers are a small hand−held gripping tool that can be adjusted
to grip objects of different widths. szczypce nastawne
charge [V−T–U13] To charge something is to provide it with a store of electrical power. ładować
charging dock [N−COUNT−U14] A charging dock is a device that electric cars are connected to in order to renew
the electricity in the battery. punkt ładowania
charging port [N−COUNT−U14] A charging port is the connection where the electric car is attached to the power source.
gniazdo ładowania
charging station [N−COUNT−U14] A charging station is a business that supplies electricity for recharging electric cars.
stacja ładowania
circuit [N−COUNT−U1] A circuit is the complete path that an electric current flows around. obwód
circuitry [N−UNCOUNT−U1] A circuitry is a system of circuits that an electric current flows around. zespół
obwodów
clamp [N−COUNT−U11] A clamp is a metal fastener that holds something in position using a bolt mechanism. zacisk
clutch lever [N−COUNT–U3] A clutch lever is a part that a motorcycle driver presses to be able to change gears.
dźwignia sprzęgła
coaxial connector [N−COUNT–U2] A coaxial connector is a type of wire used for connecting cable television and
for computer networks. przewód koncentryczny
collision [N−COUNT−U10] A collision is when two things run into each other. kolizja
condensation [N−UNCOUNT−U15] Condensation is the formation of liquid from a vapor. kondensacja, skraplanie
condenser [N−COUNT−U7] A condenser is a device that changes gas to liquids or solids. skraplacz
conductivity [N−UNCOUNT−U1] Conductivity is the degree to which a substance can permit the flow of electricity.
przewodność
conductor [N−COUNT−U1] A conductor is an object or substance that permits the flow of electricity through something.
przewodnik
continuity detector [N−COUNT–U2] A continuity detector is small hand−held tool used to check if a wire carries current.
wykrywacz przerw w przewodzie
continuous track [N−COUNT−U8] A continuous track is a metal belt attached to a vehicle that is propelled along
the ground by two wheels in order to move the vehicle. gąsienicowy układ bieżny
continuously variable transmission [N−UNCOUNT–U13] A continuously variable transmission is a transmission
system that lacks fixed gears and can change into an infinite number of gear ratios. wariator, bezstopniowa
skrzynia biegów
crane [N−COUNT−U9] A crane is a machine with a long arm that is used to move large or heavy objects. dźwig
crimper [N−COUNT–U2] A crimper is a small hand−held tool used to bend the end of a wire into a connector.
szczypce do obciskania
current [N−COUNT−U1] A current is a flow of electrical charge. prąd
damper [N−COUNT−U6] A damper is a valve that controls the flow of air through a duct. przepustnica
data link connector [N−COUNT−U15] A data link connector (DLC) is a slot into which mechanics can plug in to
receive information on a car’s systems. złącze danych
DC [N−UNCOUNT−U1] DC (Direct Current) is a flow of electric current that always moves in the same direction.
prąd stały
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degreaser [N−UNCOUNT−U12] Degreaser is a chemical solution used to break down grease in cleaning and
working on engine and vehicle parts. środek odtłuszczający
dent [N−COUNT−U12] A dent is a concave imperfection in the surface of something usually caused by a collision
with something else. wgniecenie
deposit [N−COUNT−U4] A deposit is a solid substance that forms in improperly stored fuel. osad
diagnostic equipment [N−UNCOUNT−U8] Diagnostic equipment is computerized equipment that is used to
determine the cause of machine problems without requiring the machine to be disassembled. sprzęt
diagnostyczny
dismantle [V−T−U9] To dismantle something is to separate the parts of something. rozmontować
electric car [N−COUNT−U14] An electric car is an automobile that is powered by electricity. samochód elektryczny
electric motor [N−COUNT−U14] An electric motor is a device that changes electrical energy into power that is
used to move a car. silnik elektryczny
electricity [N−UNCOUNT−U1] Electricity is a form of energy based on the transfer of electrons. elektryczność
electronic measurement system [N−COUNT−U11] An electronic measurement system is a network of devices
used to determine the proper alignment of a vehicle through a reading of electronic pulses. elektroniczny
system pomiarowy
evaporative cooler [N−COUNT−U7] An evaporative cooler is a system that cools the air through water evaporation.
chłodnica wyparna
excavator [N−COUNT−U9] An excavator is a machine that is used to dig large holes. koparka
excessive [ADJ−U4] If something is excessive, it is more than what is usual or expected. nadmierny
fan coil unit [N−COUNT−U6] A fan coil unit is a device that controls the temperature in a room or small space
without the use of ducts. The unit contains a heating or cooling mechanism and a fan to distribute the air.
konwektor wentylatorowy
farmer [N−COUNT−U8] A farmer is a person who operates or works on a farm. rolnik
filter [N−COUNT−U6] A filter is a part of a ventilation system that cleans air by catching particles of dirt and dust
as the air passes through. filtr
fish tape [N−UNCOUNT–U2] Fish tape is a band of spring steel used to guide wire through a wall. pilot
flashlight [N−COUNT–U2] A flashlight is a small hand−held tool used to shine a beam of light. latarka
float bowl [N−COUNT−U4] A float bowl is a compartment in a carburetor into which fuel is pumped for immediate
use by the engine. komora pływakowa
fork tube [N−COUNT–U3] Fork tubes are a pair of tubes forming the motorcycle’s front suspension and connecting
the front wheel to the frame. widelec (przedniego koła motocykla)
frame [N−COUNT−U11] A frame is the main skeleton of an automobile, to which the engine, wheels and body are attached.
rama
frame [N−COUNT–U3] A frame is the body of a motorcycle to which all other main parts are attached. rama
frame rack [N−COUNT−U11] A frame rack is an automotive lift to raise a vehicle above the ground so that it can be
more easily worked on. podnośnik
fuel contamination [N−UNCOUNT−U4] Fuel contamination is the process in which improperly stored fuel is spoiled
as deposits and varnish form. zanieczyszczenie paliwa
fuel stabilizer [N−COUNT−U4] A fuel stabilizer is an additive that prevents fuel from becoming stale and leaving deposits.
stabilizator paliwa
fuel tank [N−COUNT–U3] A fuel tank is the part of the motorcycle that stores fuel used by the engine. zbiornik
paliwa
furnace [N−COUNT−U5] A furnace is a container that produces heat. piec
gas heater [N−COUNT−U5] A gas heater is a type of furnace that produces heat by burning gas. grzejnik gazowy
generator [N−COUNT–U13] A generator is a machine that makes electricity. generator
give out [V−PHRASAL−U4] If a piece of equipment gives out, it breaks or becomes unusable. popsuć się
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grader [N−COUNT−U9] A grader is a machine that is used to create a particular slope along the ground’s surface.
równiarka
greasy [ADJ−U15] If something is greasy, it has a layer of oil or similar substance on it. zatłuszczony
gun [N−COUNT−U10] A gun is the part of a welding torch that is held during welding. uchwyt pistoletowy
handlebars [N−COUNT–U3] Handlebars are a bar with grips on the ends used to steer a motorcycle. kierownica
(motocykla)
harvester [N−COUNT−U8] A harvester is a farm machine that collects a crop from where the crop is grown.
żniwiarka
heat [N−UNCOUNT−U7] Heat is the amount of warmth an object has. ciepłota, ciepło
heat exchanging pipes [N−COUNT−U7] Heat exchanging pipes are tubes used in cooling systems to move hot
and cold gases in and out of the system. rury wymiany ciepła
heating system [N−COUNT−U5] A heating system is a utility for making and keeping a building warm. system
grzewczy
high voltage connector [N−COUNT–U2] A high voltage connector is a connector wire used for voltages above 500V.
przewód wysokiego napięcia
hook [N−COUNT−U11] A hook is a curved or bent piece of metal, such as those attached to a tool board, on which
tools can be hung. hak
humidity [N−UNCOUNT−U6] Humidity is the amount of moisture that is present in the air. wilgotność
hybrid [N−COUNT–U13] A hybrid is a vehicle that has both an electric motor and a gasoline or diesel engine.
pojazd z napędem hybrydowym
hydraulic pump [N−COUNT−U8] A hydraulic pump is a pump that uses energy from flowing water to create power.
pompa hydrauliczna
hydraulic shears [N−COUNT−U9] Hydraulic shears are a tool powered by hydraulics that are used to cut through metal.
nożyce hydrauliczne
hydraulics [N−UNCOUNT−U8] Hydraulics is the science of using water or other liquids to create power or movement.
hydraulika
ice machine [N−COUNT−U7] An ice machine is a device that freezes water into ice. lodownik
inflate [V−T−U4] To inflate a tire is to force air into it. napompować
install [V−T−U5] To install something is to put or attach something in a particular place. zainstalować
insulator [N−COUNT−U1] An insulator is an object or substance that stops electricity from passing through something.
izolator
irrigation system [N−COUNT−U8] An irrigation system is a process for distributing water to farmland. system
irygacyjny / nawadniający
laser measurement system [N−COUNT−U11] A laser measurement system is a set of devices used to determine
proper alignment of a vehicle using lasers. laserowy system pomiarowy
lithium ion battery [N−COUNT–U13] A lithium ion battery is a type of rechargeable electrical storage device used
on many hybrids. akumulator litowo-jonowy
magnetism [N−UNCOUNT−U1] Magnetism is the motion of electric charge that results in attracting and repulsing
forces between objects. magnetyzm
maintain [V−T−U5] To maintain something is to keep something working properly, often by regularly repairing or
replacing parts. utrzymywać, konserwować
manufacturer specifications [N−COUNT−U11] Manufacturer specifications are the details, dimensions, and
compatibility characteristics of a machine or part as published by the manufacturer. specyfikacje producenta
masking [N−UNCOUNT−U12] Masking is material placed over surfaces adjacent to those being painted in order to
protect them from overspray. maskowanie
mechanical exhaust [N−COUNT−U6] A mechanical exhaust is a system for removing odors or moisture from the
air in a particular space. wentylacja wymuszona mechanicznie
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mechanical measurement system [N−COUNT−U11] A mechanical measurement system is a set of devices used
to determine proper alignment of a vehicle using measurements of physical dimensions and positions.
mechaniczny system pomiarowy
MIG welder [N−COUNT−U10] An MIG welder is a machine that uses a power source to feed inert gas and a wire
electrode through a welding gun to perform metal inert gas welding. spawarka o łuku zwartym (MIG)
miles per charge [N−COUNT−U14] Miles per charge is the number of miles a driver can expect to drive an electric
car, when the battery is full of electrical power. liczba mil na jedno ładowanie
motorcycle [N−COUNT–U3] A motorcycle is a two−wheeled mechanized vehicle. motocykl
multimeter [N−COUNT–U2] A multimeter is small hand−held device used to measure voltage, current, and resistance.
miernik uniwersalny
ohm [N−COUNT−U1] An ohm is a unit used in measuring electrical resistance. om
oil−fired [ADJ−U5] If something is oil−fired, it produces heat by burning oil. opalany olejem
onboard charger [N−COUNT−U14] An onboard charger is a device built into an electric car that supplies electricity
to the battery to fill it with power. ładowarka pokładowa
on−board diagnostic system [N−COUNT−U15] An on−board diagnostic system is a computer program that
monitors a car’s systems and reports malfunctions. pokładowy układ diagnostyczny
on−site [ADJ−U9] If something is on−site, it is at the place where normal business happens. na miejscu
overspray [N−UNCOUNT−U12] Overspray is the unintended application of paint to surfaces other than those being painted.
zamalowanie powierzchni nieprzeznaczonych do malowania
package unit [N−COUNT−U6] A package unit is an air conditioner with its evaporator coil and condensing
mechanism combined into one unit that is installed indoors. klimatyzator kompaktowy, wewnętrzny
paint [V−T−U12] To paint something is to cover its surface with a colored substance such as paint, in order to
protect it and affect its appearance. malować
parallel hybrid [N−COUNT–U13] A parallel hybrid is a type of hybrid vehicle in which the gasoline engine and
electric motor can be used at the same time or separately to power the vehicle. pojazd z równoległym
napędem hybrydowym
paving machine [N−COUNT−U9] A paving machine is a machine that is used to lay asphalt or concrete along the ground.
rozściełacz do asfaltu
photovoltaic [ADJ−U14] If a device is photovoltaic, it is able to produce electricity when exposed to light such as the sun.
fotowoltaiczny
planter [N−COUNT−U8] A planter is a farm machine that is used to put seeds in the ground. sadzarka
plasma cutter [N−COUNT−U10] A plasma cutter is a tool for cutting metal by using intensely concentrated heat.
przecinarka plazmowa
plug−in hybrid [N−COUNT–U13] A plug−in hybrid is a type of hybrid vehicle that can be plugged into an electrical
socket to charge its battery and has increased electrical storage capacity. pojazd hybrydowy z możliwością
podłączenia do gniazda zasilania
pollutant [N−COUNT−U6] A pollutant is a substance that causes something, such as air, to be dirty or unsafe.
substancja powodująca zanieczyszczenie
power puller [N−COUNT−U11] A power puller is a machine for pushing and pulling an auto frame, wheels and or
steering apparatus when doing alignment or frame repair. ściągarka do osiowania
primer [N−UNCOUNT−U12] Primer is a substance applied to a surface before it is painted to improve the adhesion
of the paint and better protect the surface being painted. podkład
pull [V−I−U15] To pull is to move in a direction without being intentionally steered that way. ciągnąć
pump [N−COUNT−U5] A pump is a device that moves heat from one area to another. pompa
radiator [N−COUNT−U5] A radiator is a device that produces heat when hot water or steam circulates through its pipes.
kaloryfer
range [N−COUNT−U14] A range is the estimated distance an electric car can travel on one complete battery charge.
zasięg
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rattle [N−COUNT−U15] A rattle is a series of hard sounds. klekotanie, grzechotanie
reassemble [V−T−U9] To reassemble something is to put the parts of something together after it has been dismantled.
ponownie zmontować
refinish [V−T−U12] To refinish something is to repair its outer surface and aspects of its appearance including paint.
wykonać obróbkę wykończeniową, by zlikwidować uszkodzenia powierzchni
refrigerant [N−COUNT−U7] A refrigerant is a liquid used in cooling systems. As it evaporates, heat is reduced and
the air gets cooler. chłodziwo
refrigeration [N−UNCOUNT−U7] Refrigeration is a process that is used to cool or freeze something. zamrażanie
refrigerator [N−COUNT−U7] A refrigerator is an appliance or room that keeps food or other items cold. lodówka
regenerative braking system [N−COUNT–U13] A regenerative braking system is a braking system that recovers
energy generated during braking and stores it for use in the electric motor. układ hamulcowy rekuperacyjny
repair [V−T−U5] To repair something is to make something work properly, especially after it has been broken.
naprawić
resistance [N−UNCOUNT−U1] Resistance is the power of something to stop the flow of electricity. opór
respirator [N−COUNT−U10] A respirator is a mask designed to prevent its wearer from inhaling harmful chemicals.
maska oddechowa
ring terminal [N−COUNT–U2] A ring terminal is a flat metal ring−shaped connector through which a screw is passed.
końcówka pierścieniowa
ripper [N−COUNT−U9] A ripper is a part of a bulldozer that is used to break up hard material. spulchniacz
rust [N−UNCOUNT−U12] Rust is any number of iron oxides, often reddish in color, that form as iron or steel corrodes
in the presence of oxygen and water. rdza
sand [V−T−U12] To sand something is to rub a surface with abrasive sand paper in order to make it smooth.
szlifować (papierem ściernym)
service life [N−COUNT−U8] A service life is the period of time that a machine is expected to be functional before
it wears out or becomes too old to use. trwałość użytkowa
shaft drive [N−COUNT–U3] A shaft drive is type of drive train that uses a shaft to transfer power from the engine
to the rear wheel. układ przenoszenia napędu za pomocą wału
shift lever [N−COUNT–U3] A shift lever is a part that a motorcycle driver presses to change gears. dźwignia
zamiany biegów
shock absorber [N−COUNT–U3] A shock absorber is a part of the rear suspension of a motorcycle, that dampens
the effects of driving on an uneven road surface. amortyzator
side stand [N−COUNT–U3] A side stand is a metal leg that pivots down from the side of a motorcycle and is used
to prop up the motorcycle when not in use. nóżka boczna motocykla
side−cutting pliers [N−COUNT–U2] Side−cutting pliers are a small hand−held tool used to make a diagonal cut in a wire.
szczypce z bocznymi nożami
slag [N−UNCOUNT−U10] Slag is molten metal or metal residue that solidifies around a joint after welding. żużel
slippery [ADJ−U15] If something is slippery, it has little friction and items slide over it easily. śliski
smoke [N−UNCOUNT−U15] Smoke is a cloud of particles produced when something burns. dym
smooth [ADJ−U12] If something is smooth, it is of an even and uniform texture without bumps. gładki
solar panel [N−COUNT−U14] A solar panel is a device that can convert the sun’s light into electrical energy. płyta
ogniwa słonecznego
soldering iron [N−COUNT–U2] A soldering iron is a small hand−held tool used to melt metal to connect wires
together or to surfaces. kolba lutownicza
spade terminal [N−COUNT–U2] A spade terminal is a two−pronged flat metal connector through which a screw is passed.
końcówka widełkowa
spray booth [N−COUNT−U12] A spray booth is a room with ventilation and paint nozzles built into the walls and/or
ceiling so that paint can be applied to a vehicle driven into the room. komora natryskowa
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split system [N−COUNT−U6] A split system is an air conditioner with its evaporator coil indoors and its condensing
mechanism outdoors. układ klimatyzacji typu split
spray gun [N−COUNT−U12] A spray gun is the nozzle for applying paint to automobiles. pistolet natryskowy
sprocket teeth [N−PL−U4] Sprocket teeth are the points on a sprocket that grab the chain and transfer energy to
the wheel. zęby koła łańcuchowego
squeal [N−COUNT−U15] A squeal is a long, high−pitched sound. skrzypienie, piszczenie
stale gas [N−UNCOUNT−U4] Stale gas is fuel that has formed deposits and varnish. zwietrzałe paliwo
stick welder [N−COUNT−U10] A stick welder is a simple type of welder that joins metal by striking an arch
between a consumable electrode and the work piece. spawarka elektrodowa
swingarm [N−COUNT–U3] A swingarm is a part of the rear suspension of a motorcycle, that connects the rear
wheel to a motorcycle’s frame, and pivots vertically to absorb shock. tylny widelec (obrotowy)
tail pipe emissions [N−COUNT−U14] Tail pipe emissions are gases that are produced by a gasoline− or diesel−
powered engine. The tail pipe is the tube at the back of the car that carries the emissions away from the engine.
emisja spalin z rury wydechowej
thermostat [N−COUNT−U5] A thermostat is a device that adjusts the amount of heat in a room according to a
desired temperature setting. termostat
throttle [N−COUNT–U3] A throttle is a device that a driver uses to control the amount of fuel sent to a
motorcycle’s engine. przepustnica
TIG welder [N−COUNT−U10] A TIG welder is a machine that uses a constant current power source, a nonconsumable
tungsten electrode, and inert gas to bond metals such as stainless steel, aluminum, magnesium, and copper alloys.
spawarka do spawania metodą TIG
tiller [N−COUNT−U8] A tiller is a farm machine that prepares the ground for growing crops. kultywator
tire wear [N−UNCOUNT−U4] Tire wear is the process in which tires lose their outer layers of rubber. zużycie opony
tool board [N−COUNT−U11] A tool board is a specially designed board with hooks on which to hang automotive tools.
płyta narzędziowa
torch [N−COUNT−U10] A torch is the part of a welder that is held in the hand during welding. It includes a control
switch, a contact tip, a gas nozzle, an electrode conduit, and a gas hose. palnik spawalniczy
tractor [N−COUNT−U8] A tractor is a machine that pulls equipment on a farm. traktor
triple tree [N−COUNT–U3] A triple tree is a part that holds the two fork tubes together. potrójne drzewko
troubleshoot [V−T−U15] To troubleshoot a problem is to evaluate evidence in order to identify and solve it.
rozwiązywać problem
two−mode hybrid [N−COUNT–U13] A two−mode hybrid is a type of hybrid that operates like a parallel hybrid at low
speeds and at higher speeds uses both a motor and an engine to maximize efficiency. pojazd z napędem
hybrydowym, zmienianym w zależności od prędkości
unit ventilator [N−COUNT−U6] A unit ventilator is a type of fan coil unit that is mounted on a wall or window and
draws air from outside the room. klimakonwektor wentylatorowy
UV light [N−UNCOUNT−U10] UV (ultra violet) light is electromagnetic radiation invisible to humans, with a
wavelength slightly shorter than that of the visible color violet. It is produced during welding and can be harmful
to the skin and eyes. światło nadfioletowe
vapor [N−UNCOUNT−U15] Vapor is a visible cloud or collection of liquid particles in the air. para
varnish [N−UNCOUNT−U4] Varnish is a substance that is left behind when gasoline evaporates and degrades.
pokost
ventilation [N−UNCOUNT−U6] Ventilation is the process of letting fresh air flow through an area such as a room or building.
wentylacja
vibrate [V−I−U15] To vibrate is to shake rapidly. wibrować, drgać
voltage [N−COUNT−U1] A voltage is a measurement of the power in an electric current. napięcie
voltage connector [N−COUNT–U2] A voltage connector is a small device used to connect two or more electrical wires.
łącznik napięciowy
walk−in cooler [N−COUNT−U7] A walk−in cooler is a room−sized space equipped with a cooling system that is
used to keep food cold. pomieszczenie chłodnia
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water heater [N−COUNT−U5] A water heater is a container that stores and heats water. podgrzewacz wody
watery [ADJ−U15] If a liquid is watery, it is thin and clear. wodnisty
welding [N−UNCOUNT−U10] Welding is the bonding of two metal surfaces by melting or compressing them together.
spawanie
welding helmet [N−COUNT−U10] A welding helmet is a protective hood worn over the face and head during
welding to prevent exposure of the skin and eyes to excessive heat, sparks, and ultraviolet light. maska
spawalnicza
wheel aligner [N−COUNT−U11] A wheel aligner is a machine for measuring various aspects of a vehicle’s wheels,
frame, and axles in order to determine proper alignment. urządzenie do badania zbieżności kół
wire [N−COUNT–U2] A wire is long, thin, cylindrical piece of metal (often with a protective coating) used to carry electricity.
drut, przewód
wire feeder [N−COUNT−U10] A wire feeder is a machine that provides smooth wire feed for certain welding applications.
podajnik drutu
wire stripper [N−COUNT–U2] A wire stripper is a small hand−held tool used to remove the outer covering of a wire.
kleszcze do usuwania izolacji
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